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Tony won’t help your sales team win new clients; he will help them win
ravings fans who will keep on buying for years to come. The creator
and author of KILLER SALES: Inside the mind of a serial seller; Tony
knows to be the best sales performer, you need to understand how the
best sales performers, think, act and behave.
Having helped over 35,000 sales professionals for the last 21 years,
Tony has discovered the common traits of the top 1% of sales
professionals to help your team sell more, more often, with ease.
How do you ensure your sales team’s business comes from repeat
customers and referred customers? How do your sales team turn
customers into raving fans, to ensure they recommend to their most
trusted connections?
Tony's keynotes are all humorous, engaging and thought provoking.
The audience will have practical take-aways that can be immediately
implemented into their business.
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KEYNOTE

Tony ensures his keynote is tailored to the theme of your conference.
He can deliver a 20 minute to 60 minute talk, which will be designed
around how you want your audience to think, feel and act differently,
the day after the conference.

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Due to his fast wit and engaging style, Tony is asked to MC at many
conferences. He will have your audience entertained throughout, whilst
keeping everyone on their toes. He has a rare ability to put every
speaker at ease and question them effectively to enable them to share
more value with your audience. Tony will ensure your event runs
smoothly and can facilitate the day, to take away all the stress.

MASTERCLASS

Tony can deliver a 90 minute, half day or full day masterclass. As everything
he teaches is transferable and practical, your sales team will be able to
implement their new learnings the following day and see instant results.
TONY LIKES TO MAKE LIVE SALES CALLS to your teams prospects, to
demonstrate everything he shares. He leaves the audience inspired and
wanting more, as they see results happening instantaneously.

KEYNOTE TALKS

The Two Tony's: S.P.E.A.K U.P about mental health in Sales
Tony opens up about his struggle with Bi-Polar from a young age and how he has
managed to deal with throughout his sales career. Tony shares practical strategies
that Sales Leaders can implement into their business and help sales people who
struggle in silence.

WHAT'S YOUR TOMATO SOUP?
Tony provides insights into creating your own successful side hustle and sharing
how he built a 6-figure side hustle in under 3 months. It helps Sales Leaders think
differently about helping their sales teams create new opportunities, in ways they
otherwise would not have considered.

DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE TOOTH FAIRY?
Memorable Service is the new customer service
'People do not remember what you say, they remember how you made them feel.'
Tony shares numerous real-life examples of memorable service that will not only
have the audience in tears, it will make them think totally different about customer
service.

K.I.L.L.E.R Sales: Inside the mind of a serial seller
Having been in sales for over 20 years, Tony has read over 300 books on the
subject. Tony has interviewed the top sales professionals around the World on his
podcast, Confessions of a Serial Seller and shares the common traits of these
professionals in this keynote.

HIS PRESENTATION WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF OUR
CONFERENCE.
TONY LIMERICK | MD OF NETWORK AUCTIONS

INTERESTING AND RELEVANT CONTENT DELIVERED IN AN
EXTREMELY ELOQUENT, ARTICULATE & HUMOROUS MANNER;
SCORED 10/10 ON ALL 4 AREAS.
KARI SWEET | SALES EFFECTIVENESS, IHG
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